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The Bailey-Derek Grammar: Recording the Craft of 
Wire-Bending in the Trinidad Carnival

Vernelle A.A. Noel

A B S T R A C T

This paper presents work on the development of a shape grammar that records the dying, 

undocumented craft of wire-bending in the Trinidad Carnival. This craft is important for the building 

and continuation of cultural heritage and identity. Due to the lack of prior research in this non-Western 

design practice, the author conducted site visits, interviews and observations, and visually examined 

wire-bent artifacts in Trinidad to develop this grammar. This paper presents the materials, steps and 

shape rules that begin to synthesize the craft, as well as one design. This study and the resulting 

grammar have positive implications for design education and practice.

Introduction

Wire-bending is a “specialised art, combining elements of structural engineering, architecture, 
and sculpture” to create two-dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) forms [1]. This 
practice developed in the 1930s during carnival in Trinidad and Tobago. In this craft, wire and 
other thin, flexible strands of material are bent with hand tools and assembled to create 2D and 
3D structures [2]. Although the practice is called wire-bending, wire is not the only material 
used. Other materials include aluminum flats, fiber glass and PVC rods. Since the 1930s, 
“wire-bending has become one of the most highly developed…carnival craft[s]” [3]. These 3D 
forms at various scales—small, medium, and large costumes and kinetic dancing sculptures—
are performed by masqueraders and can be up to 20 feet tall (Figure 1). This indigenous craft, 
however, is dying. Its impending death, importance to history, cultural preservation, heritage 

and identity motivated this study. 
Some reasons for the looming 
disappearance of this practice 
include: (1) the lack of documented 
wire-bending knowledge; (2) the 
slow rate of transmission of this 
knowledge; (3) the current lack of 
skilled wire-benders to support this 
cultural practice; and (4) the 
younger generation’s love of 
technology [4]. Wire-bending is 
important not just for the 
construction of dancing sculptures 
and costumes in the Trinidad 
Carnival, but it is also vital to the 
cultural heritage and identity of 
Trinidadians, Tobagonians, the 
diasporic community, and the 
Trinidad Carnival.
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Figure 1. Large dancing sculpture in the Trinidad Carnival constructed using 

wire-bending principles. Photo © 2010 Vernelle A.A. Noel.
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The objectives of my study include (1) visually describing and documenting this implicit craft of 
wire-bending; (2) augmenting the rate at which this knowledge is passed on by experts to others; 
and (3) recasting wire-bending in a more “modern, generative form” that may be accessible to the 
younger generation [5]. The potential loss of wire-bending risks the loss of cultural history, 
cultural heritage and cultural identity. Recording aspects of the craft preserves and presents it for 
use by future generations. “The only way to preserve culture is to train people to rebuild it, to 
‘regrow’ it” [6]. People can be better trained in wire-bending by recording it so that the culture 
of Trinidad, its carnival, and wire-bending can be maintained and evolve. Shape grammars are 
rule-based systems for analyzing, describing, and generating visual or spatial designs [7]. 
Deploying shape grammars to record wire-bending allows for an increased rate of transmission 
and development of this craft by experts to others. It gives experts more time to deal with 
invention rather than convention, future rather than past, advancement rather than stagnation. 
It also allows the more technologically and/or computationally inclined generation of designers, 
students and practitioners to explore how this craft can be reinvigorated and reinterpreted.

This use of shape grammars in this vernacular art is culturally driven and developed from 
knowledge elicitation rather than a systematized application of knowledge. The rules document 
and allow the transmission of design knowledge in wire-bending. The 2D wire-bending 
grammar, which I will refer to as the Bailey-Derek grammar, also can be used to produce 
physical 3D artifacts. The Bailey-Derek grammar describes the main spatial relations in wire-
bending executed by expert wire-benders Albert Bailey and Stephen Derek. These two artists 
design and construct 3D dancing sculptures and costumes for the Trinidad Carnival using 
wire-bending techniques. This paper describes aspects of wire-bending for the craft’s 
preservation, transferability and growth, and is organized as follows: Section 2, Background, 
gives a brief overview of the Trinidad Carnival and shape grammars; Section 3, Methods, 
describes the research approach and design; while in Section 4, Results, I describe, explain and 
test the wire-bending steps and grammar. In Section 5, Discussion and Future Research, I discuss 
the implications of the results and possible future directions. 

Background: Trinidad Carnival 

French planters introduced Carnival to Trinidad in the 1780s, but newly emancipated slaves 
reinvented it in 1834. They used it to celebrate their freedom and express their creativity and 
aesthetic sensibilities [8]. The Trinidad Carnival, also called Mas’, is important because it is a 
means by which individuals and communities express creativity. The Trinidad Carnival has 
spawned more than 70 carnivals around the globe. The term Trinidad Carnival does not define 
its geographic location, but instead its origin and the main elements that define the carnival. The 
three main elements that define the Trinidad Carnival are mas’, calypso, and steelpan. Calypso 
is the music and rhythm native to Trinidad, and the steelpan (steel drum) is a musical 
instrument invented in Trinidad and Tobago by the African working class from oil drums [9]. 

People reconnect with their history and each other and feel a sense of belonging through design 
activities in the Trinidad Carnival [10]. The carnival articulates cultural practices, meanings and 
social conditions [11]; forms and sustains local communities [12]; creates a sense of pride; brings 
different generations and people together; and positively impacts local and global economies [13]. 
These important aspects of the carnival are in danger, however, due to a decline in the 
production of mas’ by local communities, the commodification and commercialization of 
carnival [14], the lack of advancement in skills essential to design in carnival and the lack of 
skilled wire-benders. The Trinidad Carnival is the “most copied yet least studied major carnival 
in the world” [15].
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Wire-Bending in the Trinidad Carnival

Artists used papier mâché and cardboard to make 3D forms in the Trinidad Carnival before the 
advent of wire-bending [16, 17]. In the 1930s, they began creating 2D forms for carnival with wire 
and hand tools. Of the 28 traditional costumes documented in the Trinidad Carnival in the 1950s, 
39% of them involved wire-bending techniques [18]. Large numbers of skilled wire-benders created 
artifacts for Carnival during this period. In the 1950s, artists advanced this craft by developing 
techniques to create 3D artifacts [19, 20]. Albert Bailey was part of this period of development of 
the craft. Currently the community of wire-benders is smaller, making it more challenging to share 
this knowledge and to discover new techniques to push this craft to another level.

Albert Bailey is an expert 
wire-bender, and was 
born in 1936 in 
Woodbrook, Trinidad 
and Tobago. He has been 
involved in wire-bending 
since the age of 10. One 
of three brothers, called 
the Bailey Brothers, he 
was involved in the 
design of costumes and 
dancing sculptures in the 
Trinidad Carnival. 
Albert was the premier 
wire-bender, while his 
brother George was the 
designer, and his other 
brother Alvin, the artist. 
Stephen Derek, the other 

wire-bending expert, was born in 1952, and grew up close to the Bailey Brothers. He learned how 
to design carnival artifacts from George, how to draw from Alvin, and how to wire-bend from 
Albert. As a youth, every evening after school, Derek would finish his chores before going to 
learn how to “make mas’” at the Baileys’ home [21].

Shape Grammars

Shape grammars were used in this study because of their representation in the form of drawings. 
This means of design communication is familiar to and used by wire-benders and designers in 
the Trinidad Carnival. Additionally, design computations need discrete representations of 
elements [22]. Shape grammars have been applied in architecture [23, 24, 25], art [26, 27], and 
product and furniture design [28, 29]. They have been used primarily in studies where design 
knowledge and practice comes in written forms such as text, symbols, lines and drawings. For 
this study, however, no drawings or formalized knowledge exist. There is no documentation of 
this craft of wire-bending used in the Trinidad Carnival.

Methods

The research approach I used for this study involved field research in Trinidad from December 
2012 to January 2013. I conducted eight site visits, spending approximately 7.1 hours at each site 
conducting interviews, observations and visual examinations of artifacts. I collected data 
through audio and video recordings, photographs, notes and sketches. I carried out more than 15 
on-site interviews, along with visual examination of over 100 wire-bent artifacts, their 

Figure 2. Albert Bailey (upper left). Stephen Derek (upper right) in the process of wire-bending. 

The lower left image shows part of a costume built from wire-bending techniques by Albert 

Bailey. The lower right image shows a dancing sculpture performed by a masquerader in the 

Trinidad Carnival in 2010.  Photos © 2013 Vernelle A.A. Noel.
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connections, their spatial relations, the materials used, geometries, forms, tools, bending 
processes and techniques used by experts. By analyzing over 627 photos, 68 sketches, notes, 
audio and video recordings, I developed the visual description and documentation of wire-
bending in the form of a shape grammar. I then created a wire-bent artifact using the developed 
rules and computations, in order to demonstrate, evaluate and test the potential of this grammar.

Field Work

I conducted site visits at Mas’ Camps in order to understand the culture and activities around 
wire-bending and design. Mas’ Camps are places where design, production and distribution 
activity in the Trinidad Carnival occur. People from different generations create, teach, learn and 
interact with each other while the music of carnival—soca music—plays. While historically this 
work was based in someone’s home or a commercial space, artists now design and construct 
artifacts for carnivals locally and abroad. This happens year-round, with activity ramping up as it 
gets closer to carnival in Trinidad, which usually occurs in February. I carried out interviews 
with three wire-benders and more than 12 persons who were involved in the design process either 
as designers, managers or makers.

Computational Design

Describing the craft of wire-bending with a shape grammar makes the knowledge transferrable 
through the process of visual description. It aids in making wire-bending knowledge explicit and 
formalizes aspects of it to create designs. This computational design method involves six steps. 
Step 1 involves describing the primitives (materials) used in wire-bending with symbols, shapes 
and text. Step 2 is comprised of analyzing wire-bent artifacts on site, in photos, sketches and 
videos. Shapes (lines) describe wire-bending connections and spatial relations in these artifacts in 
Step 3. Two-dimensional shapes and text describe the computations (steps) to create these 
connections in Step 4. In Step 5, I group connections and spatial relations starting with the same 
primitives (materials). Step 6 involves developing rules in the form α→β that describe initial 
primitives and the resulting spatial relations after a rule has been applied. Currently, seven 
primitives define the vocabulary in wire-bending, and 45 computations explain the process of 
wire-bending. The following section describes the primitives and the steps for creating spatial 
relations and connections in wire-bending.

Design Experiment

I created a wire-bent artifact using the developed rules and computations, in order to assess the 
potential of the grammar. The tools and materials used to create the artifact were similar to those 
currently used by wire-benders in the Trinidad Carnival to materialize their designs. They 
included: 
 (1) 16 gauge galvanized steel wire 
 (2) Fiber glass tape 
 (3) Solid, clear plastic rods (in lieu of fiber glass rods) 
 (4) Pliers

Results

On-site interviews exposed significant findings, especially regarding the importance of wire-
bending and concerns about its disappearance. One production manager of a carnival band 
stated, “Wire-bending is a dying art” [30]. A band describes a group of masqueraders [31]. When 
asked for thoughts on whether wire-bending was a dying art, one wire-bender said, “Wire 
benders are dying.… [3D] forms are missing from carnival.… Wire [-bending] gives the [3D] 
form” [32]. Another bandleader and designer stated, “There are not enough competent wire-
benders in Trinidad and Tobago” [33]. When asked if they were aware of any schools teaching 
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wire-bending in Trinidad, the answer was no. Another designer and wire-bender commented, 
“We [in Trinidad and Tobago] are not training people in the skill[s] for the survival of carnival” 
[34]. To my knowledge, no comprehensive pedagogy on wire-bending has been instituted in the 
curriculum in any school in Trinidad and Tobago. 

The Vocabulary of Wire-Bending

From my visual examinations and 
observations, the palette of materials 
used in wire-bending in the Trinidad 
Carnival include: wire (A); aluminum 
rods (B); aluminum flats (C); fiber 
glass rods (D); PVC rods (E); fiber 
glass tape; and cable ties (Figures 3-6). 
The wire-bending vocabulary is 
represented and specified in Figures 
3-6.

The Steps in Wire-Bending

The steps for creating connections in 
wire-bending form the basis for the 
rules of the grammar. The steps are 
numbered for clarity and future 
development, first by starting shape 
(material), then by stage/ set and then 
by the subset of that stage. For 
example, the label A-01-04 indicates 
the fourth spatial relation (04) for the 
first set (01) of spatial relations in 
which the starting shape is wire A. 
Process steps AH-AK (Figure 3) 

identify steps that begin with wire A 
[35]. In BA-BE (Figure 3) the starting 
shape is the aluminum rod. In other 
figures (not shown in this document due to space restrictions), other computations with starting 
shapes of wire, aluminum rods, aluminum flats, fiber glass rods and PVC rods are illustrated.

I shall now walk through process step AH. In computation AH, a fiber glass rod is connected to 
the end of a piece of wire in a non-parallel (in this case perpendicular) spatial relation. The 
starting shape is wire. The end of a short section of wire is bent at the desired angle (A-01-04). A 
fiber glass rod is then placed next to that shorter leg of wire (A-01-11). Fiber glass tape then wraps 
the shorter leg of wire and the fiber glass rod tightly together (A-01-10). 

In process step BD (Figure 3) we connect one aluminum rod to the end of another in a parallel 
spatial relation. The starting shape is the aluminum rod. The end of one aluminum rod is placed 
next to the end of another (B-01-04). Both entities are then wrapped together securely with fiber 
glass tape (B-01-05).

Figure 3. Process steps (computations) of spatial relations and connections 

in wire-bending. © 2015 Vernelle A.A. Noel.
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The Bailey-Derek Grammar

In this section, I introduce 16 shape rules of 
the Bailey-Derek grammar and one case study 
demonstrating implementation of the 
grammar to make a 3D artifact. This 
grammar is a result of analyses, interviews 
and examinations of work by Albert Bailey 
and Stephen Derek. The shape rules are 
products of the combinations of the eight 
process steps previously mentioned. The shape 
rules define the assembly of wire-bending 
primitives in the form α→β, where α denotes 
the initial shape, and β the resulting spatial 
relation after the rule has been applied. 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate some of the rules of 
wire-bending.

In Rule 6 (Figure 4), the starting shape is 
either wire (A) or an aluminum rod (B). A 
fiber glass rod (D) or a PVC rod (E) shall be 
connected to the end of that starting shape in 
a non-parallel (in this case perpendicular) 
spatial relation. The end of (A) or (B) is bent 
to the desired angle, then (D) or (E) is placed 
next to that bent leg and fastened together 
firmly with fiber glass tape. In Rule 12 (Figure 
5), the end of the aluminum rod is flattened 
by hammering. This is done for two reasons: 
first, to prevent an inserted primitive of 
smaller diameter from slipping out and, 
second, so that the now flattened rod lays 
evenly on an aluminum flat. In Rule 14 
(Figure 5), a sliding motion between two rods 
of different diameters is desired. Rule 15 
(Figure 4) shows the connection between an 
aluminum rod and another rod non-parallel 
to it by means of Rule 1 (Figure 4). Note the 
enlarged detail.

Bailey-Derek Wire-Bending Grammar 

Implementation 

I produced an artifact with this grammar for 
two reasons: to test the ability of this grammar 
to assist in making wire-bending knowledge 
explicit, and to assess the rules developed. 
Figure 6 demonstrates the application of rules 
for the description and fabrication of a half-
dome. The computations are shown in 
simulated 3D for a better understanding of the 
development of the form.

Figure 4. Rules 1-8 developed for making spatial relations and 

connections in wire-bending. © 2015 Vernelle A.A. Noel.

Figure 5. Rules 9-16 developed for making spatial relations and 

connections in wire-bending. © 2015 Vernelle A.A. Noel.
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Half-Dome

Figure 6 demonstrates how the rules 
of the Bailey-Derek grammar can be 
applied step-by-step to compute a 
half-dome using rules 4, 5, 7 and 8. 
The starting shape in Figure 6 is wire, 
which is bent in the shape of a 
half-dome. Rule 7 (Figure 4) connects 
both ends of the wire to close the 
shape. In steps 3-7, Rule 4 is used to 
make a connection by curling the 
second wire around the first. In steps 
8-12, Rule 5 connects fiber glass rods 
to the wire rods (Figure 7), while in 
steps 19-21 and steps 26-30, Rule 8 
fixes the rods (wire and fiber glass) 
with fiber glass tape wrapping the 
connections in a crisscross manner. 
This provides rigidity to the resulting 
structure (Figure 7).

Figure 7 shows the making of a 
wire-bent object in the shape of a 
half-dome.

Fabrication of this half-dome 
measuring 14 x 11 x 10 inches took 
approximately 3 hours to complete.

Discussions and Future Research

This study set out to record the dying, 
undocumented craft of wire-bending. 
The craft’s preservation, continued 
transmission by experts, maintenance 
of cultural identity and accessibility 
by a younger generation of designers 
for its sustainability are the objectives 
for visually recording it. The result of 
this investigation is a shape grammar 
describing wire-bending by artists in 
the Trinidad Carnival for its 
revelation, revival and 
reinterpretation. The ability to record 
the vocabulary (materials) in wire-
bending, develop the process steps to make connections, establish the rules (grammar) for how 
the basic shapes are put together and fabricate a physical object from these rules suggests that the 
design knowledge in wire-bending can be made explicit by formalizing vocabulary, rules and 
steps to explain and calculate design. This Bailey-Derek grammar allows analysis, understanding 
and the transmission of wire-bending expertise for education and practice. It also adds to the 
canon of design knowledge. By presenting the rules, steps, underlying principles and systems in 

Figure 6. Generation of a wire-bent half-dome artifact using the rules of the 

Bailey-Derek grammar. © 2015 Vernelle A.A. Noel.

Figure 7. Upper left image illustrates wire-bending process with Rule 5 

making a connection. Upper right image shows the wrapping of fiber glass 

tape around the connection. The lower left and right images show the 

completed wire-bent object, measuring 14 x 11 x 10 inches in dimension. 

Photos © 2013 Vernelle A.A. Noel.
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wire-bending, designers, wire-benders, sculptors and other artists can be empowered. With these 
rules artists can approach design in wire-bending in a new way. The contributions of this study 
include the development of a method for recording implicit design knowledge into something 
documented and formalizable, the use of shape grammars for the description and documentation 
of a vernacular design practice, the development of a culturally relevant tool to teach design, as 
well as the opening up of additional areas for further research.

One limitation of this study is basing the grammar on the work of two expert wire-benders, 
Albert Bailey and Stephen Derek. A more complete definition of this grammar will require 
continued research into other existing spatial relations and connections made by these experts as 
well as other wire-benders. This limitation exists due to the low number of expert wire-benders 
in Trinidad. This study is still valid however, since Bailey began practicing wire-bending early 
during its inception in the 1940s, and is regarded as one of the best. Derek learned from Bailey 
and has been practicing since the 1960s. The limits of this grammar present an opportunity for 
further research into other wire-benders and wire-bending practices in domains outside the 
Trinidad Carnival.

Additional directions for future research include questions on how we record traditional crafts 
where prior research studies may be lacking, and the development of traditional vernacular 
design practices to encourage cultural preservation and sustainability. One problem revealed 
during this study involved the labor-intensive nature of current wire-bending processes. Future 
steps in this study shall include: (1) sharing the Bailey-Derek grammar with experts Albert Bailey 
and Stephen Derek in order to observe its potential in aiding them in their design practice and 
teaching of others; (2) testing the Bailey-Derek grammar to observe whether others are able to 
learn wire-bending techniques from the rules developed; (3) conducting wire-bending workshops 
with Bailey and Derek to teach other practitioners and students; (4) documenting these 
workshops and processes in order to develop the grammar further; and (5) developing 
construction kits and systems for children and students to explore and discover spatial relations, 
geometric shapes and techniques in wire-bending. 
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